
The Enterprise Grade Hiring 
Management Platform 



hiring

Simplify enables companies to improve productivity 

through improved and effective recruitment process 

optimisation.

We align our solution with our client’s goals and 

aspirations and help them achieve strategic milestones 

by consultation and technology applications.

We believe that recruitment shouldn’t be a complex and 

difficult process but rather Simple and Effective, having a 

positive impact on both applicant and employer.

simplified

Simplify.hr is the full feature applicant tracking system
designed to make better placements, faster. 

SIMPLIFY.HR – THE HIRING MANAGEMENT PLATFORM

Candidate Timelines present a 

snapshot view of all interactions 

with prospective hires in one 

place so that the hiring team 

can get a holistic view of the 

hiring process.

Manage Client database. Get an 

overview of client status and 

client contact management.

Candidate Profiles: We do all the 

heavy lifting for you, from parsing CV 

data to enriching with social

profiles, and creating automated 

summaries of candidates based on 

their resumes. All in one single

view.

Comprehensive reporting enables 

recruiters to manage their portfolio 

and assess productivity, individually

and collectively. While easily 

integrating with 3rd party platforms 

Manage Orders, CV distribution, 

Offers and Placements. With an easy 

to follow workflow you have a global 

overview of your current and potential 

revenue.

Visual Hiring Pipelines give a quick 

overview of your hiring status. See the 

number of candidates at every stage 

for every job to focus your attention 

where it is needed.
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Our Hiring Solutions
We offer a range of proven solutions to attract quality 
candidates, manage the hiring process: 

Hiring Efficiency 
Platform

Ensure hiring compliance, a 
great candidate experience & 
imported speed and quality of 
hire through a centralised
hiring management platform

Training & Consulting

Arm your talent acquisition 
specialists with the 
knowledge to be effective 
recruiters through product & 
process training. 

Assessments & checks

Reduce the risk of costly, bad 
hires with industry leading 
competency, behavioural and 
risk assessments

Talent Acquisition

Reach active job seekers 
through advertising on 
Careers24.com & access to 
over 4 million candidate CV’s 

Company Showcase

Showcase your employer 
brand as a company of choice 
with rich curated content 
distributed to active job 
seekers

Source & Selection

Outsource the attraction & 
screening of applicants to the 
right candidate faster and 
more effectively 
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ABOUT US:

Why Choose Us?

We have been helping companies hire effectively since 2000 and have 
a history of building world-class technology-based hiring solutions 
tailored for the South African market, but believe that the core of 
effective hiring lies in putting people first. We have helped thousands 
of companies streamline their recruitment. We are proud members of 
the Naspers family, the global Internet group, and one of the largest 
technology investors in the world. 

People are the building blocks of every organisation. 

OUR ETHOS

We believe that recruitment 
shouldn’t be complex but rather 
simple and effective and should 
have a positive impact on the 
applicant and employer.

We strive to unlock the potential 
of companies through effective 
recruitment process optimisation 
and automation to unlock 
productivity and profitability.

We use a consultative 
approach to offer tailor-
made technology and 
candidate attraction solutions 
to ensure our client’s hiring 
goals are exceeded.
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YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY:

Over 30,000 Hours Saved 
In Hiring Efficiency.
Some of South Africa’s leading companies trust us
to streamline and speed up their hiring

We had very good service from the first 
interaction, and we were hooked. 

The system is very user-friendly, and the 
team is very friendly and efficient.

Simplify cannot even be compared with 
the previous system we were using. 

An added benefit is that the system is 
always evolving with improvements.

Recruitment Team Lead 

Recruitment Manager

With over 20 years in delivering industry-
leading hiring solutions, we have a 

proven track record. 
This is what some of our customers have 

to say about us:

….and thousands more


